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A homomorphism f from the set of words over a finite alphabet Z' 1 to the set 
of words over another finite alphabet X2 is said to preserve star height if for all 
regula r events R _C Z'~*, the star height of R is equal to that off(R). An algo- 
rithm is presented for deciding whether an arbitrary homomorphism preserves 
star height or not: in our result, the injectivity of homomorphisms plays an 
important role, and it is shown that all homomorphisms which preserve star 
height are injec)tive. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f:  271"-+Z~* be a homomorphism such that Z' 1 and Z" 2 are finite 
alphabets, f is said to preserve star height if for all regular events R over 27x, 
the star height of R is equal to that of f (R) .  McNaughton (1969, Sect. 5) 
presented two pairs of instances of monomorphisms each pair of which, 
respectively, preserve and do not preserve star height with graph-theoretical 
proofs. 
In this paper we obtain an algorithm for deciding whether an arbitrary 
homomorphism f: Z I * -+ Z~* preserves tar height or not by manipulating 
regular expressions. In Section 3 some properties of regular expressions 
which will be needed in the sequel are examined. In Section 4 a necessary 
condition for a monomorphism to preserve star height is obtained. In Section 5 
this necessary condition is extended to yield a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a monomorphism to preserve star height. In Section 6 it is 
first shown that all homomorphisms which preserve star height are injective, 
and then an algorithm is presented for deciding whether an arbitrary mono- 
morphism satisfies the condition in Section 5 or not. In Section 7 it is first 
shown that all monomorphisms f: ZI* ~ Z~* such that the cardinality of Z' 1 
is one or two preserve star height. It is next shown that for each k /> 0, 
there exists a strictly locally testable vent of star height h over the two-letter 
alphabet. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with regular events, regular 
expressions, derivatives, and finite automata. 
Let Z be a finite nonempty alphabet. X* denotes the set of all words 
over ZT, h the null word, and Z+ the set of all nonnull words over Z. ~ denotes 
the empty event. For w ~ Z*, l(w) denotes the length of w. #Q denotes the 
cardinality of the set Q. Let d = (Z, Q, M, S, F )  denote a (finite deter- 
ministic) automaton over an input alphabet Z, where Q is the set of states, 
M is the transition function M: Q × Z--~ Q, s c Q is the initial state and 
F C Q is the set of final states. M is extended to Q × Z* --+ Q in the usual way. 
For x ~ Z* and R 1 , R 2 C Z*, let x \R  1 , R I \R  2 and Ra/R 2 denote the events 
{ Y I xy ~ R1} , { y I xy ~ R 2 for some x ~ R1} and {x I xy E R 1 for some y ~ R~}, 
respectively. A mapping f :  271"--+ Z~* is a homomorphism if for all v, 
w E ZI* , f (vw)  = f (v ) f (w) .  A homomorphism f: Za* --+ Z~* is extended to 
the class of events over Z 1 as follows: for all R C ZI* , f (R )  = {f(w) I w ~ R}. 
Let f l :Zo* - -~Z l*  and f z :Z I * - -~Z2*  be two homomorphisms. The 
composition of f l  and f2 is a homomorphism f~: Z0* --+ Z2* such that for all 
w ~ Zo* , f3(w) = f~(f~(w)). A mapping f:  Za*-+ Z2* is injective if for all v, 
w c Za* , f (v )  = f (w)  implies v = w. An injeetive homomorphism is called 
a monomorphism. In this paper "regular expressions" are restricted, i.e., 
use only the operators union (kg), concatenation (-) and star (,). Let [E I 
denote the regular event represented by a regular expression E. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The apparent star height ha(E) of a regular expression 
E is defined inductively as follows: 
(l) For a E Z, A and ~, h~,(a) = ha(A ) = h~,((~) = O. 
(2) h~(E 1 u E2) = h~(EIE2) = max{hc~(E1) , h~(E2) ) and h~(E*) = 
h~(E) + 1. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The star height h(R) of a regular event R is defined by 
h(R) = min{h~(E) lE  is a regular expression and ]E l = R}. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A regular expression E is a star expression if E = H* 
for some regular expression H. 
In this paper we assume that all star expressions H* are not trivial, i.e., 
] H* ] v a ] Z 1, which will cause no problem. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. A homom0rphism f: Z'l*--~ Z'~* preserves tar height 
if for all regular events R C ZI* , h(R) = h(f(R)) .  
The following version of the theorem due to Schtitzenberger (1956) will 
be used frequently in the rest of the paper. 
THEOREM 2.1. A homomorphism f: 21" -+ Z2* is injective i f  and only i f  
the following hold: 
(1) For all a ~ 21 ,  f (a )  ~ ( f (£1 --  {a)))*. 
(2) For all x, y, z ~ &* ,  i f  x, xy, yz,  z E f (X l *  ), then y E f (Z l *  ). 
Theorem 2.1 provides the following algorithm: 
ALGORITHM 2.1. A homomorphismf:  Z'I* --+ X2* is injective if and only 
if for all a ~ X1, f (a )  ~ (f(Z1 - -  {a}))* and f (Z l * ) l f (Xx*  ) n f (Z~*) / f (Z l*  ) 
f(2;1" ~ = ¢, where f(221" ) ~ {w [ w a 273* and w ~f(271")}. Note that 
f (E l * )  = (f(X1))* and that the sets, RI \R  2 and R1/R2, are regular if R 1 
and R~ are regular. 
3. REGULAR EXPRESSIONS IN k-LONG STRING FORM 
The following definition follows Cohen (1970). 
DEFINITION 3.1. The string form E, of a regular expression E is defined 
inductively as follows: 
(1) I f  E = a, 2t, or ¢, where a e 27, then Es = E. 
(2) I f  E ~ E 1 L) E2, then E, = El, t_) E2s , where El, and E2s are, 
respectively, the string forms of E 1 and E 2 . 
(3) I f  E = El* , then Es ----- (EI~)*, where EI~ is the string form of E 1 . 
(4) I f  E ----- EIEu, then Es = EnE=I u ElaE~I U ". u ElnE~I u EnE2= t_) 
• .- t_) ElnE22 u "" kJ EllE2~ t_) ... k) E I~E~ , where El, = E n k_) ... u EI~ and 
E2, = E21 u .-- u E2~ are the string forms of E 1 and E2 respectively, and 
each Eli and E2j, 1 ~< i ~< n, 1 ~<j ~<p, are strings of the form: 
WlHl*w2H2* .'. w,mHm*w~+l , m >~ 0, where w k are words for k = 1 .... , 
m+l .  
The regular expression E s is said to be in string form. 
By the distributivity of concatenation over union, the following lemma 
holds: 
64313o/3-4 
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LEMMA 3.1. (Cohen, 1970). 
(1) IE~] =- IE I .  
(2) h.(E3 ---- h~(E). 
For any regular expression E 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let k be a nonnegative integer. The class of regular 
expressions in k-long string form is defined inductively as follows: Let E be 
a regular expression. 
(1) If  h~(E) -~ O, then the string form Es of E is in k-long string form. 
(2) If  h~(E) > 0, then E is in k-long string form if and only if E is in 
string form and E = F 1 t_) ... u F~,  where if h~(Fi) = 0, then F i is a word 
and if h,(Fi) > 0, thenFi is a string of the form: WlHl*w2H2* ... w~,H**W~+l, 
n>0,  where w 3- are words, l (wj)>/k, for j ~ 1,2 ..... n@ 1, H 3- are in 
k-long string form and w c I H~ [ implies l(w) >/k, for j = 1,..., n. 
Thus, every regular expression in string form is in 0-long string form. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let E = 01(0"(10)* k3 11)* 0. Then E is not in l-long 
string form. Let E' = 01(0 k) 10 u 11)* 0. Then I E' I = I E [, h~(E') <~ h~(E) 
and E' is in l-long string form. 
LEMMA 3.2. For each star expression H*, there exists a star expression 
(H')* such that I(H')* I = [ H* [, h~(H') ~ he(H), and w6 I H' f  implies 
l(w) >1 1. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on ha(H ). By Lemma 3.1, we may 
assume H is in string form: H = (J1 u J~ u -.- t.) Jr)*, where each Ji is 
a string of the form: vaKa*v2K~* "" vtKt*vt+ awhere v k are words for k = 1 ..... 
t + 1. By the inductive hypothesis and the convention in Section 2, we may 
assume w~lKk[  implies l (w)>/1 for k= 1 .... ,t.  Define H '  as follows: 
H '  = J~l k3 J~2 u ..- u j'. where {j~ ..... j~,} C {1,...,p} and for each i, 
1 <~i<~p, 
(1) if Ji = A, then i~  {Jl .... ,j~'}. 
(2) if Ji = Ka*K2* "'" K t* ,  then i ~ {Jl,.-., J~'} and Ji' = 
K 1 U K S kA "" V3 K t . 
(3) if Ji = vlKl*v2K=* "'" vtKt*vt+l, where for some r, 1 <~ r ~ t + 1, 
v r ~ )t, then Ji' = J i .  
Then ](H')* [ ----- / H* 1, h~(H') <~ h~(H) and if w ~ [ H '  [, then l(w) >/ 1. 
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LEMMA 3.3. For each regular expression E and k >/O, there exists a regular 
expression E,~ in k-long string form such that I Es~ I = ] E I and h~(E,~) ~ ha(E ). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we may assume k ~> 1 and E is in string form. 
The proof is by induction on h~(E). I f  h~(E) = O, then the string form of E 
satisfies the condition. Assume the assertion holds for h~(E) <p.  Let h~(E) ~p.  
E = F 1 u ' "  UF~,  m > 0, where each F i is a string of the form: 
wlHl*w2H2* .'. w~H~*wn+l, n > 0, where wj- are words for j  = 1,..., n + 1. 
By Lemma 3.2, we may assume w ~ ] Hj ] implies l(w) ~> 1. By the inductive 
hypothesis, H s may be assumed to be in k-long string form. For each Hj*, 
j=  1,...,n, define K~ as follows: K j=(AvoHjuH j  2~' ' 'wH~ k-1) U 
(Hjk)(a U Hj k3 Hj -2 k) "-- t3 H~-I)((H~k)) * (Hi) ~. Clearly ] Kj I = I Hi* 1 and 
h~(Kj) = h~(Hj*). Replace each Hi* in E by K j .  One can obtain a regular 
expression E,.e which satisfies the condition by the distributivity of concatena- 
tion over union. 
4. ~/[ONOMORPHISMS WITH THE NONCROSSING PROPERTY 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let f: 271"-+ Z2* be a monomorphism. From f, define 
the monomorphism f from the class of regular expressions over Z 1 to the 
class of regular expressions over Z2, inductively as follows: 
(1) I rE  = a, where ac271, then f (E)  =f(a) .  
I f  E = •, then f(E) = ,X. 
I f  E = ¢, then f(¢) = ¢. 
(2) f (N  w E2) = f(Ei) u f(E2), f (NE~) = f(E1) f(E~) and f (E*)  = 
(f(E))*. 
A regular expression E' over Z 2 is said to be in f- image form if there is a 
regular expression E over 271 such that E' = f(E).  
The following two lemmas follow directly from the above definition: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let f: ZI* --+ Z~* be a monomorphism. Then for all regular 
expression E over Z1, 
(1) I f (E)]  =f ( ]  El).  
(2) h~(f(E)) = h~(~). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let f: 271"--+ 27~* be a monomorphism and E 1 and E 2 be 
regular expressions in f-image form. Then both E 1 k) E z and E1E ~ are in f-image 
form. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let f: ZI* ~ Zz* be a monomorphism. Then f preserves tar 
height if and only if for each regular event R C_ 2:1" , there exists a regular 
expression E in image form such that [ E I = f (R)  and h~(E) = h(f(R)). 
Proof. Necessity. Assume f preserves tar height. Let R _C 271" be a 
regular event and E'  be a regular expression such that [E ' I - - - -R  and 
h~(E') = h(R). Then f(E')  is in image form, I f(E')[ = f (R)  and h~(f(E')) 
h~(E') = h(R) = h(f(R)). 
Sujficiency. Assume that for each regular event R C ZI* , there exists 
a regular expression E in image form such that [ E ] = f (R)  and h~(E) = 
h(f(R)). Let R _C ZI* be any regular event. Since f is a homomorphism, it 
follows that h(R) >/h(f(R)): for a regular expression E' such that ] E' l = R 
and h~(E') = h(R), h(f(R)) <~ h~(f(E')) = h~(E') = h(R). Conversely, let E 
be a regular expression in image form such that I E I  = f (R )  and h~(E) -~ 
h(f(R)). Then I f-l(E)l = i and h~(f-~(E))=-h~(E). Thus h(R)<~ 
h~(f-~(E)) = h~(E) = h(f(R)). 
The following theorem is proved graph-theoretically in McNaughton 
(1969, Sect. 5). 
THEOREM 4.1. (McNaughton, 1969). Letfa : Zl* --~ Z~*,f~ : ZI* --+ Z~*, 
f ,  : 2:3* -+ 272* , and f4 : Z3* -+ Z~* be monomorphisms such that Z 1 ~- 
{a l ,as  .... ,a~}, p /> l ,  Z~ = {0, 1}, Z a = {a 1, . . . ,a~,},p'  >/ 4, f~(ai) = 
10il0V-i+ll andf2(a~) = OqV-~+lfor i = 1,..., p, andfa(aj) = 01 j andfa(aj) = 
01~0 for j ~ 1,..., p'. Then both f~ and f~ preserve star height but neither f3 
nor f ~ does. 
In the rest of this section, we obtain a necessary condition for a mono- 
morphism to preserve star height. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A monomorphism f: ZI*--~Z2* has the noncrossing 
property (n.c.p.) if for all x, x', y, y '  ~ 2:2+, if (x t3 x')(y k) y') Cf(Z1) , then 
x=x 'ory=y ' .  
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let f l ,  f2,  fa and f4 be as in Theorem 4.1. Then both f l  
and f2 have n.c.p. But (0u01) (1  k3 l l )  C_ fa(a luaeu a~) and (0u01)  
(I0 u l l0) C_f4(a I u a 2 u aa). Thus, neither fa nor f4 has n.c.p. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let x, x', y, y' be words such that x ~ x' and y v6 y'. Then 
xy ~ x'y' or x'y ~ xy'. 
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Proof. Assume xy = x'y'. We may assume without loss of generality 
that l (x)<l(x ' ) .  Let x '=  XXo, where xo6X+. Then y = xoy'. Then 
x'y = xxoxoy' ~ xy'. In case x'y = xy', the argument is symmetric. 
LEMMA 4.5. I f  a monomorphism f: 2'i* -+ Z'2* does not have n.c.p., then 
#Z~ ~ 3. 
Proof. Assume there exist x, x', y, y '  ~ Z'~+ such that (x w x')(y w y') C 
f(Z'l), x :~ x' and y ~ y'. By Lemma 4.4, we may assume xy :/: x'y'. Then 
xy :/= x'y', x'y' :/= x'y and x'y :/: xy. Then 
#Z 1 ~ #( f - l (xy  t.3 x'y'  k_) x'y)) = 3. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let f: XI*--~X2* be a monomorphism. Assume there exist 
x, x', y, y' ~22 + such that (x U x')(y •y')  Cf(X1) , x ~ x', y #y ' ,  and 
xy ~ x'y'. Let R = x(yx u y'x')*y. Then h(f- l (R))  >/2. 
Proof. Let a = f - l (xy),  b = f- l(xy'),  c = f - l (x 'y)  and d = f-~(x'y'). 
Note that b and c may or may not be the same, but no other pair among a, b, c, 
d are the same. Thenf - l (R )  ~ (a k) bd*c) + sincef((a u bd*c)+) = R andf is  
a monomorphism. Assume h( f - l (R ) )= 1. Then there exists a regular 
expression E such that I E[  = f - l (R )  and ha(E) = 1, By Lemma 3.3, we 
may assume that E is in I-long string form. Let m be the sum of occurrences 
of letters and symbols appearing in E. Define two sets, A and B, of star 
expressions appearing in E as follows (where if a star expression Ei appears 
more than once in E, we make a distinction among all appearances of E~): 
A ~ {E 0 / Eo is a star expression appearing in E and [ E o [ n [ a + [ =/= 4}. 
B ~ {E o' [ E o' is a star expression appearing in E and ] E 0' [ • [ d+ I @ 4} 
Clearly #A,  #B < m. Moreover 1 ~< #A,  #B since I a* I, I bd*c [ _Cf-I(R) 
and E is in l-long string form. Since b, c, d @ a and b =/= d, it follows that 
I ZI* ad21* [ n f - l (R)  ~ 4. Thus A c~ B = 4- Let v = (a~bd~e)% Then 
v e f - l (R) .  Let E = F~ u "" u F~ and v ~ t Fi I, where F i = w~H~*..- 
%H~*%+ 1 and w~21"  for j = 1,...,p + 1. Clearly l(wlw 2 "-w~+l), 
p < m. Since A (~ B = 4 and there exist m a~'s and m d~'s in v, it follows 
that there exist H~,  H~ .... , H*  c A and H~,  H~ .... , H~ ~ B such that 
1 <~i 1 <Jl  <i2 <J2 < "'" <ira <ira ~P.  But then p >/2rn, which is a 
contradiction. Thus h(f-~(R)) >/2. 
The technique by which h(f- l (R))  >/2 is verified in the above proof is 
based on that for all admissible graphs due to McNaughton (1969). 
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THEOREM 4.2. I f  a monomorphism f: ~1"--+ Z2* preserves tar height, 
then f has n.c.p. 
Proof. Assumef  does not have n.c.p. By Lemma 4.4, we may assume there 
exist x, x', y, y '  ~ X2+ such that (x w x')(y W y') C f (~l)  , x ~ x', y ~ y', and 
xy ~ x' y'. Let R ~ x(yx u y'x')*y. Then h(R) = 1 and by Lemma 4.6, 
h(f- l(R)) >/2. Thus f does not preserve star height. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Le t f ,  and f4 be as in Theorem 4.1. By Theorem 4.2 and 
Example 4.1, neither f3 nor fa preserves tar height. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let f5 : 2:1" --* Z2* be a monomorphism such that 271 = 
{al, a 2,..., a~}, p ~ 5, 27~ = {0, 1} and fs(ai) ~- 10s(~)l, where s(i) = 
1 + 2 -~ "'" + i, for i = 1,..., p. Then (10 u 106)(1 u 091) __ fs(al tda a k9 
a 4 u as). Thus f5 does not preserve star height. 
5. MONOMORPtIISMS WITH THE TAG PROPERTY 
In this section we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a mono- 
morphism to preserve star height. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let f:XI*---~Z2* be a monomorphism. Let R1, 
R 2 _C 2:2* be events such that RIR 2 C f (G*  ). The ordered pair (R1, R2) has 
the tag (with respect o f )  if one of the following holds: 
(1) There exists x a 2:~* such that R 1 = Rl 'x for some R 1' C f (Z l *  ) 
and xR~ CC_ f(~I* ). 
(2) There exists y ~ 2:2* such that R 2 = yR~' for some R~' C f (Z I *  ) 
and Rly  C_ f(ZI* ). 
The shortest words x and y which satisfy (1) and (2) are called, respectively, 
the suffix tag and the prefix tag of (R1, R2). 
DEFINITION 5.2. A monomorphism f: 2l*---~ 272* has the tag property 
(t.p.) if for all x, x', y, y' ~ 2F ,  if (x t.) x')(y k) y') CC_f(~I*), then (x k) x', 
y U y')  has the tag. 
Note that if a monomorphism has t.p., then it has n.c.p. The converse is 
not true as the following examples how. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Get f:  Z1"-+2/2" be a monomorphism such that f(2:1) = 
{al , ala~, a3al, bl , bib2, babl , a2alb~b~, b2bla2a3} where a l ,  a2, aa, b 1 , b2, 
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b aeZ 2. One can see that f has n.c.p. But f does not have t.p. since 
(ala2a ~ w blb~bl)(a~aaa  u b2babl) C f(Z**) and (a~aza 1 u bxb~bl, a2a3a I u 
b2babl) has no tag. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let f :  ZI*--+ Z~* be a monomorphism such thatf(Z1) = 
{0, 1,21,20}, where Z 2 ~ {0, 1,2}. Then f does not have t.p. since 
(h u 2)(0 u 1) _cf(2~*) and (A w 2, 0 u 1) has no tag. 
For w ~Z*,  let w r be the reverse of w. For R C_ Z*, R r = {w r I w ~R}. 
DEFINITION 5.3. For a monomorphism f : 271"--+ Z2* , define L( f )  as 
follows: 
L( f )  = max{r, #Q,  #Q'}  - 1, where r = max{l(f(a)) la +Z~} 
and Q and Q' are the sets of states of the reduced automata ccept ingf(Zl*  ) 
and (f(Zl*))  r, respectively. 
LEMMA 5.1. I f  a monomorphism f: Za*---~ Z2* has t.p., then for all x, 
x', y, y' E Zz*, if (x ~9 x')(y U y') C_f(ZI*), then the length of each tag of 
(x ~3 x', y t3 y') is smaller than or equal to L(f) .  
Proof. We have three cases: 
(1) (x ~3 x', y uy ' )  has both the suffix tag x o and the prefix tag Yo. 
Then Xoy o ~f(Z2) U {h}. Thus l(xo), l(yo) ~ L(f) .  
(2) (xux ' ,yUy ' )  has only the suffix tag x o. Let x ~x lx  o and 
x' -- x~'x o. Then x~ , xl', xoy, xoy' ~f(Zl*  ). Let d = (Z2,  Q, M, q, ,  F )  
be the reduced automaton accepting f (Z l *  ). Let x o' E Z2* be one of the 
shortest words such that M(ql , Xo' ) ----- M(ql , Xo). Then l(xo' ) ~ L(f) .  Since 
xoy , Xoy' ~f(Za*),  (x o U Xo')(y k) y') C_ f(ZI* ). Since (x U x', y U y') has no 
prefix tag, (x o U Xo' , y u y') has no prefix tag. It thus has a suffÉx tag which 
must .be x o . Since l(xo' ) ~ l(xo) , it follows that Xo'= x o . Thus l (xo)= 
l(xo' ) <~ L(f) .  
(3) (x td x', y v) y') has only the prefix tag Yo • The argument is the 
same as in case (2) with f (Z l *  ) replaced by (f(Zl*)) r. 
LEMMA 5.2. I f  a monomorphism f: ZI*--+ Z2* has t.p., then for all events 
R1, R2 C_ Z2* , if RiR 2 C_f(ZI*), then (t71, R2) has the tag of length smaller 
than or equal to L(f) .  
Proof. Let R1, R 2 _C Z2* be events u.ch that R1R 2 C_f(ZI* ). Let v, v' ~ R 1 . 
I f  there exist no w, w' E R~ such that w =/= w' and (v u v', w u w') has the 
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suffix tag, then for all w, w' ~ R 2 , (v tJ v', w • w') has the prefix tag: note 
that if w = w', then (v k; v', w u w') always has the prefix tag. Thus one of 
the following holds: 
(1) For aI1 v, v '~R1,  there exist w, w 'ER  2 such that w @ w' and 
(v u v', w u w') has the suffix tag. 
(2) For all w, w' ~ R 2, there exist v, v' ~ R a such that v @ v' and 
(v ~d v', w u w') has the prefix tag. 
(3) #R 1 = #Rz  -= 1. 
in case (3), the result is obvious. 
Assume (1): In case (2), the result follows in a similar way. For all v, 
v' e R1, let lo(v , v') = max{/(x) I x is the suffix tag of (v u v', w u w') for 
some w, w' ~ Rz}. Let /o(R1) = min{/o(V , v') [ v, v' ~ R1}. By Lemma 5.1, 
Io(R1) ~L( f ) .  Let v, v '6  R 1 be the words such that /0(v, v ' )=/0(Ra) ,  
(v w v', w u w') has the suffix tag x for w, w' ~ Rs and l(x) = lo(Ra). Let 
v = vax and v' = vl'x. Then v l ,  Vl' , xw, xw' E f(271" ). To show that x is 
the suffix tag of (/71, R~), we shall prove the following: 
(1) xR 2 C f (XI*) .  
(2) R 1 = Rl 'x  for some event R 1' _Cf(ZI* ). 
Proof of (1). Let w" ~ R~. We have two cases: 
(a) (v U v', w t3 w") has the suffix tag x 0 . Then XoW" ~f (Z l *  ). Because 
of the choice of x, l(xo) ~ l(x). Let x = XlX o . Recall that v = vlx and vl ,  
xw ef(~l*) .  Thus v~, v~xl, X~XoW, XoW ~f(2x*). By Theorem 2.1, x 1 ~f(Zl* ). 
Thus xw" = XlXoW" e f (Z l *  ). 
(b) (v L) v', w u w") has the prefix tagy o . Let w =yoWl  and w" =yowi  . 
Then w'~ef (Z l *  ) and vx, vaxyo, xyowl,  w le f (Z l *  ). By Theorem 2.1, 
xy o ~ f (X l *  ). Thus xw" = xyow ~ s f (Z l *  ). 
Proof of(2).  Let v"E R 1 . There exist w", w 6 R~ such that (v kJ v", 
w" ~ w) has the suffix tag x' and l(x') >/l(x).  Let x' = x~'x, v = V~Xl'X and 
v" -= v~x~' x. Then v~ ~f(2J~*) and re, v~x~', xx'xw", xw" ~f(27~*): xw" ~ f (X~*) 
follows from (1). By Theorem 2.1, x~' fff(22t*). Thus v~xa' ~f(Z~*).  Hence 
(R~, Rz) has the suffix tag x and l(x) <~ L ( f ) .  This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 5.1. I f  a monomorphism f:  ~1"--+ Z2* has t.p., then it preserves 
star height. 
Proof. Assume f has t.p. By Le.mma 4.3, it will suffice to show that for 
each regular event R _C 271" , we can construct a regular expression E1 in 
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image form such that lEvi = f (R )  and h~(E~) = h(f (R)) .  We shall prove 
this assertion by induction on h(f (R)) .  Let h( f (R) )  = 0. Then there exists 
a regular expression E' such that I E' ] =- R and h~(E') = 0. Then f (E ' )  is 
in image form, I f(E')l ~-f (R)  and h~(f(E'))= 0. Assume the assertion 
holds for h( f (R) )  < k. Let h( f (R) )  = k. Let E be a regular expression such 
that [ E [ = f (R)  and h~(E) = h( f (R)) .  By Lemma 3.3, we may assume E is 
in 2L(f)- long string form: E is a union of terms of the form, 
w, Hl*  ... wmH~*w,,,+l, where w~e272* and l (w i )>/2L( f )  for i = 1 ..... 
m q- 1 and Hi* are in 2L(f)- long string form for j  = 1,..., m. 
(1) We consider first the simple case where E = w,H*w2. Since 
I waH*H*welC_f (Z**) ,  (wlH*, H'w2) has the tag. Assume it has the suffix 
tag x: in case it has the prefix tag, the argument is symmetric. Let w, = w,'x. 
Then wl 'E f (Z**  ) and ]xg*we 12f (2 , * ) .  By Lemma 5.2, l ( x )~L( f ) .  
Since H* is in 2L(f)- long string form, H = J ,x  w "" u J~x for some regular 
expressions J i , i=  1 ..... m. Let J= J I L J~ J~.  Then ]w l ' x J I  , 
] xJxw2 [ -Cf(271"). Thus for w ~ [ J 1, wl', w,'xw, xwxw2,  xw e e f (2**) .  By 
Theorem 2.1, xw ef (Z**) .  Thus ] x J] c_f(2**). By the inductive hypothesis 
and Lemma 3.3, there exists a regular expression K1 in image form such 
that ] K I [  = ] x J  [, h~(Ki) == h(] x J  1) and Kz = xvlK1 u ".. u xv:oK~,, 
where xv i 6 f (Z** )  and K i are in image form for i = 1,..., p. Let H '= 
v~K,x u "" u %K~,x. Then I H ' ]  = I H I  and h~(H') -= h(] H I ) .  Thus 
[E l  = ] wxH*w 2 [ = [ w , lx (v ,K ,x  u . "  U v~K~x)*w e [ = ] w, ' (xv lK  , U 
"" vA xv~K:o)* xw e ] = I w*'(KI)* xw~ [. Let E s ----- w,'(K1)* xw z . Then 
[ El  [ = [ E [, h~(Ei) = h(l E ]) and Ex is in image form. 
(2) We consider now the general form of E in 2L(f)- long string form: 
E = F, k) ... v) F~,  where for i -= 1 ..... p, Fi is a term of the form, w,H** ... 
w~H~*w~+ 1 . Let F~ = w,H** ... w~H~*w~+, .  Clearly [Fi [ Cf(Z'~*) and 
h(I Fi [) ~< h(I E [). We may assume that h~(Fi) = h(I F~ ]). Let we = w2,w22, 
R,  = t w,H**wz, [ and R e ~ I we2He* "'" w~,Hm*W~+l I,where/(w2,), I(w22 )
L ( f ) .  By Lemma 5.2, (R1, Re) has the tag of length smaller than or equal to 
L( f ) .  Assume (R, , Re) has the suffix tag x: in case (R, ,  Re) has the prefix 
tag, the result follows similarly. Let we, = w'2,x. Then [w,H**w'2, [, 
[ xweeHe* "'" w~H~*wr~+, ] _Cf(Z**). By induction on m, one can see that F i 
is of the form F i = G1Ge ' "  Gin, where G s is of the form, G~ ~- wjH~*wj2 , 
] Gs[ Cf(27~*), h(] G~- ]) ~ h(l E ]) and H~* are in 2L(f)- long string form for 
j = 1,..., m. By (1) one can construct a regular expression Gq in image form 
for each Gi ,  i=  1 .... ,m, such that ]Gi,[  = ]G~[ and h~(Gi~ ) =h( [G~l ) .  
Let Fi, = G, Ge "" Grat. Clearly [F~, ] = IF  z[ and h~(F~) = h~(Fi) 
h([F  i [). Moreover Fix is in image form by Lemma 4.3. Now let E~ = 
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F1, tO F2I tO ... tO F~, . By Lemma 4.3, E, is in image form. Moreover 
I giI = IF [  and h~(E,) = h(] E t). This completes the proof. 
DEFINITION 5.4. A monomorphismf: ZI* -~ Z~* has the prefix property 
(p.p.) if for all w, w' ef(Z1) such that w ~: w', w is not an initial segment ofw'. 
It has the suffix property (s.p.) if for all w, w' ef(Z1) such that w ~ w', w is 
not a terminal segment of w'. It has the prefix-suffix property (p.s.p.) if it 
has p.p. and s.p. 
COROLLARY 5.1. I f  a monomorphism f: ZI*-+Z2* has p.s.p, and n.c.p., 
then it preserves tar height. 
Proof. Assume f has p.s.p, and n.c.p, and does not preserve star height. 
By Theorem 5.1, there exist x, x', y, y '  ~ Z2* such that (x U x', y v) y')  _C 
f (Zl* ) and (x to x', y toy')  has no tag. Then xy :/: A. For otherwise x', 
y' El(Z1* ) and (x ~9 x', y to y') would have tag A. Let x = xlx o andy  = YoYl 
where xl, Yl el(Z1*) and xoy o ~f(Z1). If  x o = A, then x, x', y, y' ef (Zl*  ) 
since f has p.s.p., which is a contradiction. Thus x 0 :/: A. Similarly Y0 v a A. 
Let x '=  Xl'X o' and y '= Yo'Yl' where Xl', Yx' ef('Y'l*) and xo'y o' ~f(Z1). 
Similarly as above, x0' , Yo' :/: A. Since f has p.s.p., XoYo, XoYo', xo'y o , 
xo'y o' el(Z1). Since f has n.c.p., x o = x o' or Y0 = Yo', which contradicts 
the assumption that (x to x', y u y') has no tag. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let f l  andf~ be as in Theorem 4.1. Thenf~ and f2 have 
p.s.p, and n.c.p. Thus by Corollary 5.1, both of them preserve star height. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let Z 1 = {a 1 ,..., a~) and Z 2 = {0, 1}. For each j >/1, 
define monomorphisms, f lo  : Zl*---~ Z~* and f2,J : ZI*--~ Z~*, as follows: 
fl,j(ai) = (0q~) j and f2,~(a~) = (102'-~1) ~for i = 1 .... , p. One can see that 
fl,J and f2,J have p.s.p, and n.c.p. Thus all of them preserve star height. 
EXAMPLE 5.5. There exist homomorphisms which have n.c.p, and p.p. 
or s.p., and do not preserve star height: Let f :  ZI* -+ Z'~* be a monomorphism 
such that f(Z1) = {0, 10, ll}, where 0, 1 ~Z 2 . Then f has p.p. and n.c.p. 
But f does not have t.p. since (0 u 1)(0 to 10) C_f(ZI* ). Thus f does not 
preserve star height by the theorem below. 
THEOREM 5.2. I f  a monomorphism f: ZI*-+ Z~* preserves tar height, then 
it has t.p. 
Proof. We need the following lemma, whose proof will appear below. 
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LEMMA 5.3. I f  a monomorphism f: ZI*--* Ze* does not have t.p., then 
there exists a monomorphism f l  :2?0* --7 ZI* such that Z o = {al , a2, aa},• has 
p.s.p, and n.c.p, and the composition o f f  1 and f does not have nlc.p. 
Using this lemma, we shall prove the theorem. Assume f preserves tar 
height and does not have t.p. Then there exists a monomorphism f l :  
Zo*--+ ZI* as in the lemma. Since f l  has p.s.p, and n.c.p., f~ preserves tar 
height by Corollary 5.1. Thus the composition of f l  and f preserves tar 
height. But by the lemma, it does not have n.c.p., which contradicts 
Theorem 4.2. 
Proof of the lemma. Assume f does not have t.p. Then there exist x, 
x', y, y '  e Z~* such that (x t.d x')(y tO y') C f (Z i*  ) and (x kJ x', y u y') has 
no tag. We may assume without loss of generality that l(x) >~ l(x'), l(y) >~ l(y') 
x, y, x' y' ca A and the following hold: 
(1) There exists no x o e Zz* such that x = xlx o for some x 1 ~f (~+)  
and xoy, xoy' ~f (~*) .  
(2) There exists no Yo ~ Z2* such that y = YoYl for some Yl of(Z1+) 
and Xyo, x' Yo ~f(Zl*)" 
Moreover, since (x tO x', y W y') has no tag, the following holds: 
(3) There exists no w e ZI* such thatf - l (xy)  = f- l(xy')w, f - l (xy)  = 
wf- l(x'  y), f - l (x '  y) = f-~(x' y')w or f-~(xy ') = wf-l(x' y ') holds. 
Define a monomorphism A : Zo* --~ ZI* as follows: Z 0 = {al, a2, aa}, 
A(aO = f- l (xy),  A(a2) = f- l (xy'x'y) and A(aa) = f-~(xy'x'y'x'y). Note that 
for all v, w ~ ZI*, l(f(v)), l(f(w)) <~ l(f(vw)). Moreover l(xy'), l(x' y) ~ l(xy). 
Thus, by (3), one can see that f l  has p.s.p. Assume fl  does not have n.c.p. 
Then there exist v, v', w, w '~ 271+ such that vw, vw', v'w, v'w' ~fl(Xo) , 
v =/= v' and w ~ w'. One can see that by the proof of Lemma 4.5, 
#(J vw t_) vw' w v' w tO v' w' I) ~> 3. Thus I vw w vw' w v'w w v'w' I = 
Ifl(al) Ufl(a2)wfl(az) ]. We may assume without loss of generality that 
l(f(v')) ~ l(f(v)) and l(f(w')) ~ l(f(w)). Then l(f(v'w')) ~ l(f(v'w)), 
l(f(vw')) <~ l(f(vw)). Thus fl(a 0 = v'w' and f l (aa)= vw. Since vw, 
v'w' v~ vw' and vw, v'w' 4= v'w, it follows that f~(a2) = v'w -- vw'. Thus 
f(v'w') = xy, f(v'w) = f(vw') = xy'x'y and f (vw) = xy'x'y'x'y. We have 
two cases: 
(a) l(f(v')) ~ l(x). Let x = f(v')x o . Then f (w')  = xoy and f (w) = 
xoy'x'y. Then f(v'), f (v')Xoy'  , Xoy'x'y , x'y ~f (Z l*  ). By Theorem 2.1, 
xoy' cf(Z1* ). But, by f(v'),  Xoyef(Z~* ) and (1), xoy'~f(Z l*) ,  which is a 
contradiction. 
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(b) l(f(v')) > l(x). Let f(v')  -- xy o and y = YoY~ . Then f(w') = y~ , 
andf(v) = xy'x' yo . Then xy', xy' x' yo , x' yof (w'),f (w' ) E f ( ZI* ). By Theorem 
2.1, x'yo~f(Zl* ). But, by f(w'), xy o 6f (Z l*  ) and (2), x'yo~ f(Zl*  ), which 
is a contradiction. 
Thus f l  has p.s.p, and n.c.p. Let f2 : Z0*-+ Z2* be the composkion off1 
and f. Let u = x, u' = xy'x', z = y and z' ~- y'x'y. Then u :/= u', z @ z', 
u, u', z, z' 4: A and (u ~d u')(z u z')C_f2(Z~). Thus f~ does not have n.c.p. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
By Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2, we obtain the following: 
MAIN THEOREM. A monomorphism f: ZI* --+ Z2* preserves tar height if 
and only if it has t.p. 
COROLLARY 5.2. A monomorphism f: ZI*-+Z2* preserves star height 
if and only if for all regular events R C_ 2:1" of star height wo, h(f(R)) = h(R). 
Proof. Necessity is obvious. Sufficiency. Assume f does not preserve 
star height. Then by Theorem 5.1, f does not have t.p. Thus there exists a 
homomorphismfa : Zo*--+ZI* as in Lemma 5.3. Let fz  : Z0*--+2:2* be the 
composition of f l  and f. Since f2 does not have n.c.p., there exist x, y, x', 
y '  E Z2+ such that (x u x')(y td y') C_f2(Zo) , x 4: x' and y =/=- y'. By Lemma 
4.4, we may assume xy va x'y'. Let R = x(yx tj y'x')*y. By Lemma 4.6, 
h(f  ~l(R)) >~ 2. Sincef~ preserves star height, h(f- l(R)) = h(f  ~(f-~l(R))) >~ 2. 
Let E =- H 'H ,  where H -= (xy t3 xy'(x'y')* x'y). As in the proof of Lemma 
4.6, one can see that [ E [ = R. Moreover, h~(E) = 2 and E is in image form. 
Thus 1 f-l(E)l = f - l (R)  and h~(f-a(E)) =- 2. Hence h(f- l(R)) = 2. 
6. ALGORITHM 
In this section we first show that all homomorphisms which preserve star 
height are injective. 
THEOREM 6.1. I f  a homomorphism f: ZI*--+Z~* preserves star height 
then it is injective. 
Proof. Assume f is not injective. We have two cases: 
(1) There exists a~271 such that f(a) = A. Then h(I a* 1) = 1 and 
h(f(t a* l)) = O. 
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(2) For all a ~ 271, f (a)  =/= h. Then there exist w~, w e ~ 271 + such that 
wa 4- we and f (wl)  =f(we) .  Let f~ : {a~, ae}* ~ Z'I* be a monomorphism 
such that f~(al) --  Wa and f~(ae) = w e . f~ has p.s.p, since wx =/= wz, f(w~) = 
f(we) and for all a~.~,  f(a)=/=h. By Lemma 4.5 and Corollary 5.1, f~ 
preserves tar height. Thus there exists a regular event R _C (w I U we)* such 
that h(R) >/2: R can be taken as the image under f~ of an event of star 
height two over {as, ae}. But h(f(R)) ~< l since f (R )  C (f(wl))*: consider a 
monomorphism fe :  {a~*}-+ (f(wa))* such that fe(a~) = f(wl)  and see that 
h(f~-l(f(R))) ~ 1. 
In both cases, f does not preserve star height. 
In the rest of this section we shall obtain an algorithm for deciding whether 
an arbitrary monomorphism preserves tar height or not: this algorithm, 
Theorem 6.1 and Algorithm 2.1 provide an algorithm for deciding whether 
an arbitrary homomorphism preserves tar height or not. By Main Theorem, 
it will suffice to determine whether that monomorphism has t.p. or not. 
Throughout he rest of this section, let f :  Za*--+ Z'e* be a fixed mono- 
morphism and ~¢ = (Z 2 , Q, M, ql, F )  be the reduced automaton accepting 
f(271"), where Q = {ql ..... qn}. Let Pi ,  Ri C 22~* be the regular events 
accepted by ~Zz = (27~, Q, M, q~, {q~}) and ~ i  = (Z'e, Q, M, q~,F),  
respectively. Thus R 1 ~- f(~Y71.). 
The following lemma can be used for obtaining each Ri • 
LEMMA 6.1. Let f: Z'I*---~ Z'2* and Ri be as above. Then Ri = aif(Zl*), 
where ~i = {Y I M(qi , y) ~F  and xy ~ f (Z l )  for some x E Z2+ }. 
Proof. Let yE~i  and M(q i ,y )  =q~.  Then q~F.  Thus R i~_yR j2  
yf(Zl*):  note that for all qk EF, R~ D_ f (Z l*  ). Conversely let w ~ R i . Let x be 
a word such that M(ql ,  x) ~- qi. Then xw ~f(Zx* ). Let wl ~ 272* be the 
shortest word such that w ~ wlw 2 for some w 2 ~ 272* and xw~, w 2 ~f (Z l *  ). 
I f  w 1 = A, then M(qi,  ~) ~F. Thus A ~ cq. Hence w ~- w e ~f(271") C 
cq "f(271"). If w 1 56 A, then let xa be the shortest word such that x = x2x~ for 
some x e ~ 2Je* and x2, xxw I c f (Z l *  ). Then x 1 56 A and xlw 1 ~f(271). Thus 
wl ~ ai.  Hence w = wlw e ~ c~ i -f(Z'l* ). This completes the proof. 
From M:Q × 27e*--,-Q, define M_~ :Q  × 272.--,.2 o as follows: for all 
qi ~ Q and x ~ 272", qJ ~ M-l(qi ,  x) if and only if M(qj ,  x) ~ qi. Now let 
x, x', y, y' be words such that (x w x')(y k3 y') C_ f (Z I*  ). We have two cases: 
(1) M(ql ,  x) = M(q~, x') = q~. Then x, x' EP~ and y, y '  ~R~. By 
Lemma 5.2, we may check whether (Pi, Ri) has the tag or not. We have two 
subcases: 
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(1.1) (P~, R~)has the suffix tag x 0. Then xoR~C_f(G* ) = R~. 
Thus Ri CC_ xo\R ~ . Let q~ ~ M_a(qi , xo). Then q~ e F. Thus R~ D f (Z I *  ). 
Thus Ri = xo\R~ D_ xo\R ~ . Thus Ri = xo\R ~ . Thus M(q~ , Xo) ~- qi • Let 
x o' be the shortest word such that M(q l ,  Xo' ) =- qi • Then x o' ~ Pi • Thus 
XO ~ = ~0 " 
(1.2) (P~, R~) has the prefix tag Y0. Let M(q i ,Yo)  = q~. Then 
R~ _C R1 since Y0 is the prefix tag. Moreover q~ eF.  Thus R~ D_ R 1 . Thus 
R~ = R1 and q~ = q~. Thus Yo is the shortest word such that M(q i ,  Yo) = q~ • 
Note that (1.1) and (1.2) always hold for q~ = q~ with x 0 = Yo = h. 
(2) M(q~,x)  =q~v~M(q l ,x ' )  =q~.  Then x~P i ,  x 'eP~ and y, 
y '  e Ri ~ R~.. Thus we may check whether (Pi u P~, Ri n Rj) has the tag or 
not. We have two subcases: 
(2.1) (P.z u P; , Ri n Rj) has the suffix tag x o . Then 
xo(R i ~ Rj) C_ Rx . Let q~ e M_~(qi , Xo). Then Rk D_ Rx. Then R~ = xo\R ~ D_ 
xo\R 1. Similarly RjDxo\R  1. Thus R inR~ =xo\R  1. Let x o' be one of 
the shortest words such that M(qa,  Xo' ) = qi or M(q l ,  Xo' ) = q~. Then 
/(x0) ~< ~(Xo'). 
(2.2) (Pi u P j ,  Ri n Rj) has the prefix tag Yo • Then Ri n R~. D 
Y0 "Ra since M(q i ,  Yo), M(q j ,  Yo) EF. Moreover Ri n R~ Cy0 "R1 since Y0 
is the prefix tag. Thus Ri n Rj = yoR1 and l(yo) <~ #Q' ,  where Q' is the 
set of states of the reduced automaton accepting (f(Zl*)) r. 
Note that for all q~ cQ, if R~ D_f(ZI*), then qi ~F  since )~ ef(Zl*) .  Thus 
if R i n R 5 = f(2J~*), then (2.1) and (2.2) always hold with x o = Yo = h- 
Note also that for q~ eF,  R 1 c3 R~- = f(Zl*). 
Now we obtain the following algorithm, where we use the same notation 
as above. 
ALGORITHM. A monomorphismf: ZI* --~ 27~* preserves tar height if and 
only if for all qi, qJ e Q, 1 ~< i, j ~ n, if Ri c3 Rj v ~ ¢ and R~ n Rj  ~ f (Z l * ) ,  
then one of the following holds: 
(1) There exists x~Z2* of length ~<#Q such that M_l(qi, x )u  
M_l(qj, x) _C F, Ri c5 Rj = R~ where qk = M(q l ,  x), and Pi k) Pj = P~x 
for some event Pi'j- 
(2) There exists y ~ 2:~* of length ~<#Q' such that J]4(qi, y), 
M(q~, y) e f  and Ri n Rj = yf (Z l *  ). 
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7. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we shall first prove that all monomorphisms f :  Z'l* -+ 272* 
such that #~'~ ~ 2 preserve star height. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let k ~ 1 and fa : ZI*-+Z'e* and fe : Z l* - -*  Ze* be mono- 
morphisms uch that #Za -~ 2, Z e = {0, 1}, fa(Z~) ~ C0, 0el} and fe(Z~) 
{01, (0l)k0}. Then both f~ and fe preserve star height. 
Proof. Let f3 : 2:2* --+ Z'~* be a monomorphism such thatf~(0) ---- 01 and 
f~(1) --~ 0. Thenf.,~ is the composition offl  and f3, andf~(Z'z) = C0, 01}. Thus 
it will suffice to show that ft  preserves tar height. Let (x u x') (y w y') _C 
f~(Z~*). For w ~ X2* , let lo(w ) ~ max{i] w ~ 0iZe*}. Let m ~ min{10(y), 
10(y')}. If m~k,  then (xwx ' ,y~)y ' )  has the tag A. I f  re<k,  then 
(x ~3 x', y ~ y') has the suffix tag 0 ~-'~. Thus, f~ preserves tar height. 
The following theorem can be also derived from results in Blum (1965). 
THEOREM 7.1. Let f :  ZI* ~ Z2* be a homomorphism such that Z 1 ~ {a, b}, 
f (a )  ~-- w~ ancl f (b)  ~ w 2 . Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) f is not injective. 
(2) wlwe = w2wl. 
(3) There exists v ~ Ze* such that w 1 , w e ~ v*. 
Proof. (2) ~ (1) and (3) => (2) are obvious. Thus it will suffice to prove 
that (1) ~ (3). We shall prove this assertion by induction on max{/(w1) ,/(we)}. 
We may assume that l(wl) ~ l(we). I f f  is not injective and l(we) ~ 1, then 
w 1 ~- A or w~ = we. Then w 1 , w e ~w2*. Assume the assertion holds for 
l(wz) < n. Let l(w2) = n > I. Assume f is not injective. I f  w 1 = A, then 
w 1 , w 2 ~ we*. Let w 1 -~ A. Since f is not injective, f has neither p.p. nor s.p. 
Let k /> 1 be the largest integer such that wz = w~kv for some v ~ Z2*. 
Assume there exist x, y,  v' ~ ~2" such that wl = xy, we z (xy)~xv ' and 
y ~ v'Z2*. Then wl f (Z l *  ) n weSe* = [xy(xy  W (xy) ~ xv')* I rq 
](xy) k xv'Z2* ] ~ ~. Then wlf(Zl* ) ~ w2f(Z l*  ) ~ ¢, which implies that f  is 
injective, a contradiction. Thus there exist x, y ~ Ze* such that w 1 ~--- xy and 
w 2 =(xy)kx .  If  x =h or y :h ,  then w 1 ,w e~wl*. Let x, y : / :A .  Let 
f l  : ~'1" -~ ~'1" andre : ZI* -~ ~'2" be homomorphisms such that fl(a ) : ab, 
f l (b) ~ (ab)~a,f2(a) = x andf2(b ) ~ y. Thenf i s  the composition off1 andre. 
Moreover f l  is injective. Thus fe is not injective. By l(x), l (y)  < n and the 
inductive hypothesis, there exists v ~ Ze* such that x, y c v*. Then Wl, 
w e E v*, which completes the proof. 
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THEOREM 7.2. Let f :  211"-+ 22* be a monomorphism. I f #211 <~ 2, then 
f preserves tar height. 
Proof. Let #271 = 1. Then for all regular events R _C 211", h(R) ~ 1 and 
h( f (R) )  ~ h(R). If  h(R) = 1, then R is infinite,f (R) is infinite and h( f (R) )~1.  
If  h(R) ~- 0, then R is finite, f (R )  is finite and h( f (R) )  = 0. Let 2J 1 = {a, b}, 
f (a )  = w 1 and f (b)  = w 2 . We may assume that l(wi) ~-~ l(w2). Clearly the 
assertion holds for l(w2) = 1. Assume it does not hold for some l(w2) > 1. 
Let n be the smallest such l(w2), and let f :  271" -+ 21z* be a monomorphism 
for which the assertion fails for n. Then by Lemma 4.5 and Corollary 5.1, 
w 2 = WlV or w 2 = vw 1 for some v ~ 21~*. Assume w 2 ~- Way: in case w 2 = vwl, 
the argument is symmetric. Let k )1  be the largest integer such that 
WlnX = w~ for some x ~ 212". We have two cases: 
(1) w 1 = xy for some y ~212". S incef  is injective, y :# A and wlw ~ 
w2w 1 . Then wlw 2 = (xy)nx " yx  vL w2w 1 = (xy)nx • xy. Thus xy C= yx.  Let 
f l  : 2'1" ~ {0, 1}* and fz : {0, 1}* -+ 212" be homomorphisms uch that  
f l (a)  = 01,fl(b) = (01)n0,f2(0) = x and f2(1 ) = y. Thenf i s  the composition 
off1 and f2. By Lemma 7.1, f l  preserves star height. Thenfz does not preserve 
star height. By the inductive hypothesis, f2 is not injective, which contradicts 
Theorem 7.1. 
(2) W 1 ~ XZ2 #. Let f l  : 211" --+ {0, 1}* and f2 = {0, 1}* --+ 212" be 
homomorphisms such that fl(a ) = 0, f l(b) = 0nl, f2(0) = Wl and f2(1) = X. 
Then f is the composition off1 and f2. By Lemma 7.1, f l  preserves star height. 
Then f2 does not preserve star height. Then f~ is not injective since l(wl) , 
l(x) < l(w2). But f2 has p.p., a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
Next we shall show that there exist strictly locally testable events of 
arbitrary star height over the two-letter alphabet. We need the following. 
DEFINITION 7.1 (McNaughton and Papert, 1971, Chapter 2). Let k ~ 1. 
For w ~ 27* of length ~k,  let Ln(w), Rn(w), In(w ) be, respectively, the initial 
segment of w of length k, the terminal segment of w of length k, and the set 
of interior segment of w of length k. Thus if l(w) = k or k + 1, then Ik(w ) = ~. 
For R C 21", let Ln(R ) = {x ] x = Ln(w ) for some w ~ R ¢~ 21n27"}, In(R ) = 
{x ] x ff In(w ) for some w ~ R ¢3 Zn21 *} and Rk(R ) = {x I x = Rn(w ) for some 
w ~ R (3 2Jn21"}. An event R G 21" is strictly k-testable if for all w E 21" of 
length ~k,  w ff R if and only ifLn(w ) ff Ln(R), In(w ) C In(R ) and Rn(w ) ff Rn(R ). 
An event is strictly locally testable if it is strictly k-testable for some k ~> 1. 
Let SLT  denote the class of strictly locally testable vents. 
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DEHNITION 7.2 (McNaughton and Papert, 1971, p. 29). Let k >~ 1 and 
f: 271"-+ 272" be a monomorphism. For w ~ X*, let Pe(w) and Sly(w) be, 
respectively, Lk(w) and Rk(w ) in case l(w) ~ k, or, w in case l(w) < k. The 
event f(Z'x*) is k-parsable if for all w ~f(X~*) and x, y ~ 272" such that w ~ xy 
one can tell whether x, y Ef(Z'I* ) or not, by knowing only Se(x) and PT~(Y). 
f(271") is locally parsable if it is k-parsable for some h >/1. 
The following theorem was also proved, independently, in (Restivo, 1974). 
THEOREM 7.3 (Hashiguchi and Honda, 1974). Let f: ZI* --+ 272* be a 
monomorphism. Then f (Z l *  ) is strictly locally test'able if and only if it is locally 
parsable. 
DEFINITION 7.3. A monomorphism f: 271" --~ 272" preserves SLT  if for 
all R C Zx*, R ~ SLT  if and only if f (R) ~ SLT.  
THEOREM 7.4 (Hashiguchi and Honda, 1974). A monomorphismf: XI* -+ 
Z2* preserves SLT  if  and only if  f (ZI*) ~ SLT.  
THEOREM 7.5 (Eggan, 1963). Let ai ~ Z for i = 1, 2,.... Define regular 
expressions E k and F~ , k = 1, 2,..., inductively as follows: 
(1) E 1 : a 1 , E 2 = (al*a2*aa), F 1 = a 2 and F 2 = (aa*a~*a6). 
(2) Ez = (E*_IF~._~a2La) and Fk is obtained fi'om E~ by adding 2 ~ -- 1 to 
each subscript of a i . 
Then h(I Ek* 1) = k. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let E be a regular expression such that ] E I C Z* and there 
exists no a ~ Z which appears more than once in the expression E. Then [ E I is 
strictly 2-testable. 
Proof. Assume E satisfies the condition. Then for each a ~ Z, P(a), the 
position of a in E, can be defined as follows: the letter a appears in the 
P(a)th position in the expression E from the left, where we enumerate only 
the positions of letters, not those of (,), u ,  or *. Now let w ~ ailai2 "" a~ be 
a word of length/>2, where aij ~ Z for j = 1 ..... m. I f  w ~ [ E [, then L2(w) 
L2( 1 E ]), I2(w ) _CI2( [ E l) and R2(w ) ~R2( ] E ]), by definition. Conversely 
assumeL2(w ) ~L~([ E [), I2(w ) _C/z( [ E [) and R~(w) c R2( [ E I). Then for each 
suhword, aiaij+l , of w, one can follow the sequence of positions, P(a~j)P(alj+~), 
in E. 
This implies w ~ [ E ], which completes the proof. 
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LEMMA 7.3. I ETa* I in Theorem 7.5 is strictly 2-testable. 
Proof. ETa* satisfies the assumption in Lemma 7.2. 
Let f l  be as in Theorem 4.1. f l(Xl*) is 1-parsable. By Theorem 7.3, 
f l(Xl*) ~ SLT.  By Theorem 7.4fa preserves SLT.  Moreover Theorem 4.1 and 
Theorem 7.5 hold. Thus we obtain the following: 
THEOREM 7.6. For each k >/0, there exist strictly locally testable events 
of star height k over the two-letter alphabet. 
Finally, we would like to point out that if one knows an algorithm for 
obtaining a regular expression E for an arbitrary regular event R over the 
two-letter alphabet such that I E ]= R and h~(E)= h(R), then one can 
extend this algorithm for regular events over an arbitrary finite alphabet, 
using the construction method in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
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